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The average Egyptian is abducted from his tomb, taken to a land of bizarre temples, and then given an ancient puzzle to solve. But for
every answer there is a riddle. Play as Sphinx, a god-like guardian of the desert, to help four rival Gods struggle for supremacy. Use your

powers of deduction and observation to discover the hidden power of gods and conquer the earth. About: The first installment in an award-
winning saga series, developed from the ground up with a modern gaming interface. The Riddle of the Sphinx and the Staff of God

features a three-dimensional cityscape with 360° turn-based gameplay. Key features: • A series new game design from the ground up
with a modern interface that allows you to manipulate three-dimensional objects and place your own rooms to build your own city •

Explore a vivid, richly illustrated world with a storyline that touches on philosophy, science, religion, magic, architecture, politics, war, and
more • A series new adventure game play system where each interaction you make results in new items, powers, and special abilities •
Use your powers of deduction and observation to discover the hidden power of gods and conquer the world • Classic game mechanic of

selecting the right answer from a dozen possible choices Key Game Features: • A series new game design from the ground up with a
modern interface that allows you to manipulate three-dimensional objects and place your own rooms to build your own city • Explore a

vivid, richly illustrated world with a storyline that touches on philosophy, science, religion, magic, architecture, politics, war, and more • A
series new adventure game play system where each interaction you make results in new items, powers, and special abilities • Use your
powers of deduction and observation to discover the hidden power of gods and conquer the world • Classic game mechanic of selecting
the right answer from a dozen possible choices The recently released ‘Riddle of the Sphinx and the Staff of God’ contains loads of clues,
riddles, puzzles and fun in a mix of the past and modern. It is based on the classic tale of the Sphinx, ancient Egyptian mythology and
esoteric ancient world history and philosophy, with over 70 clues and 70 solutions. The game contains over 400 items and over 100

unique puzzles, and even you can play in several different modes. You can use the puzzle on two types of staff, both of which are unique
themselves. You can

Features Key:
Uncover the truth about the mysterious Warren family, and find out what the sinister Society of Adventurers with a secret agenda is all about.

Discover the shocking secret about the Society&apos;s origins in the Awakening of a mysterious sphinx.
Battle it out in the lethal struggle of a domination game. Will you wield the power of the secret organization or try to overthrow them?

Game Requirements:

Windows 7/Vista/XP
1.6 GHz
512 MB RAM

DirectX 9.0c

Installation:1. Click the button below 2. Find and run the.exe file you have received 3. Follow the instruction 4. Enjoy! Notes:

1. All files are designed for home use only.
2. Full version contains the full game, not a demo.
3. The key can activate the game within 3 minutes.
4. Don't purchase the key if you don't own the full version.
5. The Downloading progress will be processing silently in the background.
6. You can click the Back button or Control-Q to close the application if you don't like what you see.

About our company:Founded by three friends with a shared dream, Abacus Interactive in 2002, has grown into a major publisher in the Chinese browser games market, combining game production and technology innovation to deliver high quality and free games to smart online
devices. Our games employ advanced game physics, which create the intuitive, game-like experience that fosters user loyalty. We have successfully developed and launched many multiplatform games, such as Neku Flower, Legends of Classic & Treasure Chest, River City Ransom,
The Awakening, Prejudice, Riddle of the Sphinx™, Webakkan! etc. Mon, 06 Mar 2015 19:10:52 +0000 06 Mar 2015 19:10:52 +0000Abacus Interactive31887722897224832547365067722970062526 
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The year is 420 BC, and the mighty Egyptian Empire has been struggling for decades with a mysterious plague that plagues the entire empire.
All that is left is chaos and total destruction. And things are not looking good. The only hope for a cure lies at the feet of Isis, the great
Goddess of Egypt. Isis is struggling to find a cure while trapped in a dream she can’t wake from. You are her adopted daughter, Hetephra, who
has been trained all her life to wake Isis from her dream. Discover the reasons of the dream and help Hetephra to wake Isis and put an end to
the evil of the Empire. You have 12 days left to discover the puzzle and save the Empire. Features: – 3D graphics in all locations and
environments – 3D engine: real-time animation and geometry for a unique and fluid gameplay experience – A original storyline and character
development throughout the game, coupled with uniquely mood-driven music – A unique puzzle-solving experience – A variety of challenging,
yet intuitive controls – Interactive enemies and environments – Challenging 3D dungeons with hidden keys – Amazing story and characters: –
An Egyptian Goddess, the daughter of the Gods, struggles with her dreams… – A dream that consumes the Egyptian Empire – A young girl
Hetephra that tries to reach the Goddess – Hetephra’s journey to wake Isis – And many other forgotten characters who return in time About
The Game A totally new game in the adventure genre, Riddle of the Sphinx: The Awakening (Enhanced Edition) combines 2D animated
adventure game scenes with amazing 3D graphics and environments. The game contains an original storyline and character development
while adding characters to the adventure genre. 3D game engine: Real-time animation and geometry for a unique and fluid gameplay
experience. Variety of challenging, yet intuitive controls Interactive enemies and environments And lots of hidden areas and items Gameplay
In the past, it was easy to explore a game world without much danger. The past holds a different concept about the gameplay, where your
actions will have unpredictable results. Actions that look good on paper will have unforeseen results. Every step you take will have important
consequences; all you have to do is choose the right direction! Inspirational Features You won't recognize the game genre because Riddle of
the Sphinx: The Awakening is going to reinvent all d41b202975
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When Abigail has disappeared into the mysterious Labyrinth of Hani, our quest is to find her. So we descend into the city-building
simulation, where we will battle monsters, and build houses, hotels, and military bases. Will we make it back to the surface? Inspired by
the traditional text adventure games of yesteryear, Riddle of the Sphinx brings its questing characters and puzzles to the next level, by
taking the classic graphics of an adventure, and evolving it into a bold new world. Features LEVEL-BUILDING, VIRTUAL CITY-BUILDING. You
will be transported to the bustling city of Hani, where your heroine has gone missing. You must navigate the dangerous city, tracking
down clues, and embark on all-new adventures. GOLDEN GATE & THE PILE OF POTTERY. It's up to you to seek out the Lenses, Shards and
Paintings which will show you the way through the Labyrinth. But beware, the puzzles are fiendishly clever, with traps and hidden
dangers, hidden throughout the city. Use your wits to fight your way through! EASY TO LEARN, CHALLENGING TO MASTER. Step by step
text commands that ensure a rewarding and easy experience. ROSE-TINTED GLASSES. Fairytale-inspired graphics and a rich, immersive
music track provide a fantastic backdrop to your adventures. What's New in ROTS: The Awakening (Enhanced Edition) Please take a few
moments to read the list of the many new features and enhancements that were added in the ROTS: The Awakening - Enhanced Edition.
What’s New * NEW LEVEL-BUILDING GRAPHICS. Using the advanced Tile Engine, new maps are now beautifully designed. They are filled
with all the details of a vibrant medieval city. * NEW HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS. The Tiles, Lenses, Shards, and Paintings are now hi-
res. They also use the advanced Bitmap Engine and use more memory. The new graphics system runs smoothly in all modern Windows
environments, and new characters are included. * NEW LEVEL-BUILDING MODE. The game is now offered as a guided building mode.
Using the easy to understand text commands, you can advance your hero
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Seventeen-year-old Natalie Pena can’t stand being cooped up at the deserted research facility she calls home. Her imagination lets her escape to her fantasy world of dragons
and wizards, people who understand her a bit better than the scientists do. But when her family is torn apart by their mysterious benefactor, Natalie must learn the truth
behind her superhero alter ego and the experiment she desperately needs to survive. Holding on to the hope of her family, she knows only one way out: an ancient quest to
find the Riddle of the Sphinx and the key that will lead them home. A Spell to Break Her When magician Cle de-Lights gives Jenny Marie Sawyer her heart and all her magic, the
jungle girl must learn to use her newly acquired powers to deal with her new existence. In the small kingdom of Fayre, a system of tokens grants privileges, and Jenny must
summon all her courage and skill to prove to her father that she is worthy of being named kingdom princess. But the task is easier said than done, as Cle’s dark side grabs
hold, forcing Jenny into a danger-filled new life where she must master her new gifts if she’s to survive. In the process, she must decide whether Cle can ever truly be trusted.
A Wilde Season: High Tempest #1 In the third book of the High Tempest series by Heather Gudenkauf, a young prince becomes a true hero. He defends a village and saves
three kidnapped friends. He puts aside the responsibility of being a prince and becomes a king. He leads the resistance against the horders in his lands. He does all this in a
kingdom broken by a terrible disease that tears his world apart. In doing so, he challenges the gods, discovers dark secrets, and finds love. The Legend of the Spider King At
heart, Diego Rodriguez is a lonely man, so it makes sense that he’s drawn to an abused kid he meets on the dark and gritty streets of San Miguel de Allende, Mexico. Together,
they make a dangerous and dangerous connection. Mixing real life and magic to create a story nothing like anything you’ve read before, New York Times Bestselling Author
Jeffrey Deaver takes you on an unforgettable adventure that will challenge everything you thought you knew about the worlds we live in. Powers: Sacrifice #1 It's happening.
My name is Hope. I am the Element of Hope.
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System Requirements For Riddle Of The Sphinx™ The Awakening (Enhanced Edition):

PC: Minimum Requirements: Operating System: Windows XP (SP2), Vista, 7 (SP1) or 8 (SP1) Processor: Intel or AMD 32 or 64-bit processor
Memory: 1 GB RAM Hard Drive: Minimum of 3 GB available space for the game Graphics: Intel or AMD integrated graphics with Pixel
Shader 3.0 support DirectX: Version 9.0 or greater Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card Network: Broadband Internet connection
Additional Notes
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